
To RA Micro  
and back. 
Simple, practical, clear - some of the advantages of 
Winmacs over RAMicro

CASE STUDY



Result

The program structure of Winmacs is simply much more practical and clearly designed. Users can always 

call up almost any function directly from the currently open file without having to switch to other parts 

of the program. This makes working very pleasant and saves lawyers and REFAs a lot of time in their 

daily work. In addition, Winmacs runs much faster even with large amounts of data - loading times are 

practically non-existent.

Software used

Challenge

Actually, the law firm and its staff were always very satisfied with Winmacs. Nevertheless, they switched 

to RA Micro. The trigger for the change to RA Micro was a new colleague. He insisted on the change, 

because RA Micro would map the daily processes even better and would offer a larger range of functions 

anyway. The partners of the firm trusted these statements and made the switch. Relatively soon after the 

switch, it became obvious that this was not the right decision for the law firm. Rister, Wulf & Partner would 

have preferred to switch back to Winmacs after a few weeks. Unfortunately, this was not possible due to 

the contract terms.

Solution

After the contract expired, the law firm switched back to Winmacs. All data was migrated from RA 

Micro to Winmacs without any problems. The migration was done overnight. The following morning, 

all workstations were equipped with Winmacs and all employees had access to all data. After all, the 

software and its benefits were already known. 
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“
Oliver-Christian Wulf

Switching to RA Micro showed us how valuable Winmacs was and is 

for us. Now we are back and absolutely convinced of the practical, 

fast and user-friendly software.


